
SENATE No. 39
By Ms. Jacques, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 39) of Cheryl A. Jacques, Stephen F. Lynch, Ruth W. Provost and Anne M. Paulsen for legislation to establish standards of conduct for telemarketers. Commerce and Labor.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Nine.

An A ct e st a b l is h in g  s t a n d a r d s  o f  c o n d u c t  for  t e l e m a r k e t e r s

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives in General 
Court assembled, and by the authority o f the same, as follows:
1 SECTION 1. Purpose of Act:
2 An Act prohibiting unfair conduct by telemarketers, and
3 requiring them to keep records. The Act provides penalties for
4 violations of the Act.
1 SECTION 2: Short Title:
2 This Act shall be known, and is to be cited, as “The
3 Telemarketing Fraud Prevention Act.”
1 SECTION 3: Definitions:
2 As used in this Act, the following terms shall have the
3 following meanings:
4 (1) “Acquirer” means a business organization or financial insti-
5 tution, or an agent of a business organization or financial institu-
6 tion, that has authority from an organization that operates or
7 licenses a credit card system, to authorize merchants to accept,
8 transmit, or process payment by credit card through the credit card
9 system for money, goods or services, or anything else of value.

10 (2) “Business venture” means any written or oral business
11 arrangement, however denominated, including but not limited to
12 a “franchise,” as that term is defined in the “Franchise Rule,” 16
13 CFR 436.2(a), which consists of the payment of any considera-
14 tion for:
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(a) The right or means to offer, sell, or distribute goods or 
services (whether or not identified by a trademark, service mark, 
trade name, advertising, or other commercial symbol); and

(b) The promise of more than nominal assistance to any person 
or entity in connection with or incidental to the establishment, 
maintenance, or operation of a new business or the entry by an 
existing business or the entry by an existing business into a new 
line or type of business. The term “business venture does not 
include any business arrangement in which persons acquire, or 
purportedly acquire, government-issued licenses or interest in one 
or more businesses derived from the possession of such licenses.

(3) “Cardholder” means a person to whom a credit card is 
issued or who is authorized to use a credit card on behalf of or in 
addition to the person to whom the credit card is issued.

(4) “Consumer” means a person who is contacted or who 
may be contacted in his or her home or place of business by a 
telemarketer.

(5) “Credit card” means any instrument or device, whether 
known as a credit card, credit plate, bank service card, banking 
card, check guarantee card, charge card, or debit card, or by any 
other name, issued with or without a fee for the use of the card
holder in obtaining money, goods, services, or anything else of 
value.

(6) “Credit card sales draft” means any record or evidence of a 
credit card transaction, including but not limited to any paper, 
sales record, instrument, or other writing or any electronic or 
magnetic transmission or record.

(7) “Credit Card system” means any method or procedure used 
to rate, transmit, or process for payment a credit card sales draft.

(8) “Goods or Services” means any goods or services, including 
but not limited to: any investment opportunity; any business ven
ture; any certificate or coupon which may be later exchanged fora 
product or service; any membership; any license right; any time- 
share or campground interest; any offer to list a timeshare or 
campground interest for sale; any real property interest; any offer 
to improve a consumer’s credit record, history or rating, or to 
obtain an extension of credit; any charitable service promoted in 
conjunction with an offer of a prize, chance to win a prize, or cash 
or the offer of cash, or the opportunity to purchase any other
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54 goods or services; any service promoted by an improvement
55 employment agency; any multi-level marketing service; and any
56 offer of advice or assistance to a consumer.
57 (9) “Investment opportunity” means anything tangible or intan-
58 gible, that is offered, offered for sale, sold, or traded based wholly
59 or in part on representation, either express or implied, about past,
60 present, or future income, profit or appreciation.
61 (10) “Material” means likely to affect a consumer’s choice of,
62 decision to pay for or purchase, or conduct regarding, goods or
63 services.
64 (11) “Merchant” means a person who is authorized under a
65 written contract with an acquirer to honor or accept, transmit, or
66 process credit cards in payment for goods or services.
67 (12) “Merchant agreement” means a written contract between a
68 merchant and an acquirer authorizing the merchant to honor or
69 accept, transmit, or process credit cards in payment for goods or
70 services.
71 (13) “Person” means any natural person, group, unincorporated
72 association, limited or general partnership, corporation or other
73 business entity.
74 (14) “Premium” means anything offered or given to consumers,
75 independent of chance, as an incentive to purchase goods or
76 services offered through telemarketing.
77 (15) “Prize” means anything offered or purportedly offered, or
78 given or purportedly given, to a consumer in return for the con-
79 sumer’s response to a solicitation or participation in a sweepstakes
80 or other game of chance.
81 (16) “Prize promotion” means a sweepstakes or other game of
82 chance, or purported sweepstakes or game of chance, or an oral or
83 written, express or implied representation that a consumer has
84 won, has been selected to receive, or may he eligible to receive, a
85 prize or purported prize.
86 (17) “Seller” means any person, who, in connection with a tele-
87 marketing transaction, provides, offers to provide, or arranges for
88 others to provide goods or services to a consumer in exchange for
89 consideration.
90 (18) “Telemarketer” means any person who in connection with
91 marketing of any goods or services,
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92 1) initiates a telephone call to, or receives a telephone call
93 from a consumer in the Commonwealth, or
94 2) is located within the Commonwealth when initiating tele-
95 phone calls to or receiving telephone calls from consumers, or
96 3) uses a message location or telephone number in the
97 Commonwealth in the process of initiating telephone calls to or
98 receiving telephone calls from consumers. A telemarketer
99 includes, but is not limited to any such person that is an owner,

100 operator, officer, director or partner to the management activities
101 of a business, or an employee or representative of such a person.
102 (19)”Telemarketing” means a plan, program, or campaign
103 which is conducted to market or sell goods or services by use of
104 one or more telephones (including the use of a facsimile machine,
105 computer modem, or any other telephonic medium) and which
106 involves more than one telephone call or connection. The term
107 includes, but is not limited to, calls initiated by consumers in
108 response to postcards, brochures, advertisements, or any other
109 printed, audio, video, cinematic or electronic communication by
110 or on behalf of the seller. The term does not include the solicita-
111 tion of sales through the mailing of a catalog which: contains a
112 written description or illustration of the goods or services offered
113 for sale; includes the business address of the seller; includes one
114 or more pages of written material or illustrations; and has been
115 issued not less frequently than once a year, and where the seller or
116 issuer of the catalog only receives calls 15 initiated by consumers
117 in response to the catalog, and during those calls takes orders only
118 without further solicitation. For purposes of the previous sentence,
119 the term “further solicitation” does not include providing the con-
120 sumer with information about, or attempting to sell, any other
121 item included in the same catalog which prompted the consumer s
122 call. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a catalog seller or issuer who
123 also solicits consumers by telephone to purchase goods or services
124 is considered to be engaged in telemarketing.

1 SECTION 4. Record Keeping Requirements.
2 (1) Any seller or telemarketer shall make and keep for a period
3 of 48 months from the date the record is produced, the following
4 records relating to its telemarketing activities: —
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5 (a) All substantially distinctive advertising, brochures, tele-
6 marketing scripts and promotional materials for use in the
7 Commonwealth;
8 (b) the name and last known address of each prize recipient in
9 the Commonwealth and the prize awarded;

10 (c) The name and last known address of each consumer in the
11 Commonwealth from which the seller or telemarketer receives
12 any payment, a description of any goods or services sold to the
13 consumer, the date such goods or services were shipped or
14 provided, and the amount paid by the consumer for the goods or
15 services;
16 (d) For each sale, identified by consumer, the actual name and
17 any fictitious name used in telemarketing, the last known home
18 address and telephone number, and the job title of every employee
19 or other representative of the seller or telemarketer directly
20 involved in the sale; provided, however, that if the seller or tele-
21 marketer permits fictitious names to be used by its employees or
22 representatives, each fictitious name may be used by only one
23 identifiable employee; and
24 (e) All written notices, disclosures, authorizations and
25 acknowledgments required to be provided or received under
26 this Act.
27 (2) In the event of any dissolution or termination of the seller’s
28 or telemarketer’s business, the principal of that seller or telemar-
29 keter shall maintain all records as required under this section.
30 In the event of any sale, assignment, succession, or other change
31 in ownership of the seller’s or telemarketer’s business, the seller
32 or telemarketer must transfer, and the successor business shall
33 maintain all records required under this section.

1 SECTION 5. Acts and Practices Not Covered Under This Act:
2 (1) Telephone calls initiated by a consumer that are not the
3 result of any solicitation by a seller or telemarketer.
4 (2) The solicitation of sales through the mailing of a catalog as
5 defined in “telemarketing” hereinabove.
6 (3) A request made to a consumer by or on behalf of a not-for-
7 profit organization governed by General Laws chapter 68, sections
8 18 through 35, for a contribution of money to support the work of
9 the organization, or for a payment of a fee for the consumer’s
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membership in the organization, or to purchase any goods or 
services for the purpose of raising funds for the organization.

(4) Sales of securities and commodities subject to regulation by 
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or the 
Securities Division of the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

SECTION 6. Required Disclosures and Contract Provisions:
(1) Initial telemarketing call: The telemarketer shall disclose all 

of the following information within the tirst minute of a telemar
keting call, and before requesting, accepting or arranging for pay
ment by a consumer:

(a) that the true purpose of the telephone call is to make a sale;
(b) the true name of the telemarketing company that employs 

the individual telemarketer who is making the call;
(c) the true name of the ultimate seller whose goods or services 

are being offered by means of the telemarketing call; and
(d) a complete and accurate description of the goods or services 

being offered, including but not limited to the verifiable retail 
market value of such goods or services.

(2) Requesting, accepting or arranging for payment. The tele
marketer shall provide all of the following information, before 
requesting, accepting or arranging for payment by a consumer

(a) the total cost to the consumer of the goods or services that 
are the subject of the telemarketing sales call;

(b) any restrictions, limitations, or conditions to purchase the 
goods or services that are the subject of a telemarketing sales call;

(c) any material aspect of the performance, quality, efficacy, 
nature or basic characteristics of the goods or services that are the 
subject of a telemarketing sales call;

(d) the complete terms of any applicable refund, return, 
cancellation, exchange or repurchase policies;

(e) any material aspect of an investment opportunity being 
offered, including benefits, the price of the land or other invest
ment, the location of the investment, and the reasonable likelihood 
of success of the investment opportunity;

(f) the true purpose of requesting from the consumer the 
number of any credit card, checking, investment or other demand 
deposit account.
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33 (3) Prize Promotions: Written Disclosures; Acknowledgment:
34 (a) if a seller or telemarketer conducts a prize promotion, the
35 seller or telemarketer may not request, accept or arrange for pay-
36 ment from a consumer for any goods or services unless and until
37 the seller provides the consumer with a written disclosure in the
38 form as described herein, and receiving receives from the con-
39 sumer a written acknowledgment that the person has read the dis-
40 closure. The disclosure shall be printed in not less than 10-point
41 type, and in a color or shade that readily contrasts with the back-
42 ground of the notice. This disclosure shall include the following
43 information, and shall not include any other information or addi-
44 tional solicitation of the consumer to purchase goods or services.
45 This disclosure shall be sent in an envelope that contains no
46 writing representing that the person to whom the envelope is
47 addressed has been selected or may be eligible to receive a prize,
48 and shall contain no other enclosures except for a plain return
49 envelope, if the seller or telemarketer wishes to include such an
50 envelope. This disclosure must contain the following information:
51 (i) the seller’s legal name and telephone number, and the com-
52 plete street address of the seller’s principal place of business;
53 (ii) if the seller has marketed any other goods or services under
54 any other name(s), each such name and the length of
55 (iii) time the seller has operated under each name;
56 (iv) a description of the prize;
57 (v) its verifiable retail market value;
58 (vi) a complete description of any restrictions, conditions, or
59 limitations on eligibility to receive or use a prize, including all
60 steps a consumer must take to receive the most valuable prize
61 offered; provided that all prizes must be delivered to recipients
62 within 18 months of the close of the promotion;
63 (vii) the statement: “No purchase or payment is necessary
64 to win”;
65 (viii) the actual number of each prize to be awarded;
66 (ix) the odds of winning each prize offered and the number of
67 persons who will receive or use a prize;
68 (x) a statement that a list of winners is available and the address
69 to which a person may write to obtain such a list;
70 (xi) a statement that it is a violation of this Act for the seller or
71 telemarketer to accept payment in any form unless the seller or
72 telemarketer has received from the consumer the written disclo-
73 sure acknowledgment required pursuant to this section; and
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(xii) the statement: I have read and understand this disclosure,’ 
in at least 12-point bold face type immediately preceding a signa
ture block.

(4) Cancellation Rights; Confirmation and Cancellation Rights 
Notice; Additional Cancellation Rights:

(i) Except as provided in section 6(4)(vi), any telemarketing 
transaction may be canceled by the consumer without obligation 
or cost within three business days after receipt of the confirmation 
and cancellation rights notice required herein. Notice of cancella
tion by the consumer may be made by telephone or by regular or 
certified mail.

(ii) The seller shall clearly and conspicuously disclose to the 
consumer the three business day right to cancel before the con
summation of the transaction in (a) each oral solicitation or tele
phone call where business is solicited, and in (b) the initial written 
solicitation of the consumer. Oral disclosure of cancellation rights 
shall be stated with equal speed and clarity compared to the rest of 
the call. Oral disclosures may not be made during the portion of 
any pay-per-call messages to which charges apply, nor at a place 
in the oral solicitation which has a substantial likelihood not to be 
heard by the consumer. Written disclosure in the initial written 
solicitation of the consumer shall be made clearly and conspicu
ously in bold capitalized type no smaller than one-third the 
typesize of the largest type in the solicitation, and in no instance 
smaller than 12-point bold type, on the principal page of the 
solicitation.

(iii) In addition, the right to cancel shall be disclosed in writing 
as part of the confirmation and cancellation rights notice mailed, 
which the seller shall mail to the consumer within one week after 
the date of the telemarketing call transaction. The cancellation 
disclosure shall be made in the following words, with the blanks 
to be filled in with the appropriate information; and provided fur
ther that any cancellation telephone number shall not be a pay- 
per-call service: “Massachusetts law allows you to cancel this 
transaction no later than 3 business days, not including Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays, after you receive this confirmation and can
cellation rights notice from us. To cancel, call (telephone number) 
or send a letter by regular or certified mail to: (address). To cancel 
by mail, your letter must be postmarked within three days of the
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113 date you receive this notice.” This confirmation and cancellation
114 rights notice shall be made on a separate sheet of paper with no
115 other information other than that necessary to identify the seller, a
116 detailed description of the goods or services which is the subject
117 of the transaction, the date of the telemarketing call, the price, the
118 consumers name and address, and the required cancellation state-
119 ment in at least twelve-point capitalized type.
120 Upon cancellation, the seller shall issue a full refund to the con-
121 sumer within fourteen days of receipt of said cancellation, and
122 cancel all obligations associated with the transaction. Goods or
123 services delivered during the cancellation period are delivered at
124 the risk of the seller.
125 Failure to provide the cancellation notice as required above
126 shall entitle the consumer to cancel the transaction without
127 penalty.
128 (iv) Additional Cancellation Rights: The three-business-day
129 right to cancel shall be extended to three business days after the
130 day of the consumer’s receipt of any covered goods or services in
131 cases where:
132 (a) the price charged the consumer is higher than that which
133 was represented, or
134 (b) the consumer has had the opportunity to inspect the goods
135 or services, and they are not as represented by the seller or tele-
136 marketer.
137 (v) Notice of the additional 3 day right to cancel established by
138 section 6(4)(iv) shall be given as follows. Contemporaneously
139 with the delivery of any goods or services to a consumer, the tele-
140 marketer or seller must provide a written disclosure to the con-
141 sumer that reads: “Massachusetts law allows you to cancel this
142 transaction no later than 3 business days, not including Saturday,
143 Sunday and holidays, after you receive this notice and the goods
144 or services to which it applies, if we have charged you more for
145 those goods or services than we told you we would, or if the
146 goods or services are not as we described them to you. To cancel,
147 call (telephone number) or send a letter by regular or certified
148 mail to: (address). To cancel by mail, your letter must be post-
149 marked within three days of the date you receive this notice.”
150 Upon cancellation, the seller shall issue a full refund to the con-
151 sumer within fourteen days of receipt of said cancellation, and
152 cancel all obligations associated with the transaction.
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153 (vi) Sections 6(4)(i)-(v) do not apply to the telemarketing of
154 financial products such as securities, commodities, foreign cur-
155 rency, and precious metals, whose value and price are subject to
156 daily fluctuation, where such telemarketing is conducted by a
157 seller licensed by an agency of the United States or Massachusetts
158 government to sell such products. Where such products are tele-
159 marketed by such sellers, a consumer has 3 business days to
160 cancel a transaction after delivery of the goods or confirmation of
161 and billing for the service rendered, where:
162 a) the consumer has had the opportunity to inspect the goods or
163 services and they are not as represented, or
164 b) the telemarketer or seller has failed to disclose or has
165 misrepresented the fluctuating nature of the value or price of a
166 financial product, or
167 c) the telemarketer or seller has stated to the consumer a set
168 price for a product or service offered in connection with the
169 product or service of fluctuating price, and has charged a price for
170 that product or service that was higher than the stated set price.
171 (vii) Notice of the right to cancel established by section 6(4)(vi)
172 shall be given as follows. Contemporaneously with the delivery of
173 any goods to, or the performance of any service for a consumer,
174 the telemarketer or seller must provide a written disclosure to the
175 consumer that reads: “Massachusetts law allows you to cancel this
176 transaction no later than 3 business days, not including Saturday,
177 Sunday and holidays, after you receive this notice and the prod-
178 ucts or services to which it applies, if we have quoted you a set
179 price for any product or service and have charged you more for it
180 than was quoted to you; or if we failed to disclose to you or mis-
181 represented the fluctuating nature of the value or price of a
182 product or service; or if the product or service you have received
183 is not as we described it to you. To cancel, call (telephone
184 number) or send a letter by regular or certified mail to: (address).
185 To cancel by mail, your letter must be postmarked within three
186 days of the date you receive this notice.” Upon cancellation pur-
187 suant to Section 6(4)(vi), the seller shall repurchase the product of
188 fluctuating value from the consumer, at the price charged to the
189 consumer, within fourteen days of receipt of said cancellation and
190 at no cost to the consumer, shall issue a full refund to the con-
191 sumer of all fees or other expenses associated with the transaction
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192 within fourteen days of receipt of said cancellation, and shall
193 cancel all obligations associated with the transaction; provided,
194 however, that upon cancellation pursuant to Section 6(4)(vi)(c),
195 the consumer may elect instead to have the seller issue a refund to
196 the consumer within fourteen days of the difference between the
197 stated set price for the product or service and the price actually
198 charged, or issue a new bill with a correctly stated price, where no
199 payment has been made.
200 (viii) The cancellation rights provided by this section may not
201 be waived by agreement or otherwise.

1 SECTION 7. Prohibited Acts and Practices:
2 (1) It is a prohibited telemarketing act or practice and a viola-
3 tion of this Act for any seller or telemarketer to engage in any of
4 the following conduct:
5 (a) Advertising or representing that the telemarketer or seller
6 has the endorsement or approval, of any government, or any
7 governmental agency of the Commonwealth;
8 (b) Misrepresenting any affiliation, association, connection, or
9 relationship with law enforcement, a public safety organization, or

10 any Federal, state, or local government agency;
11 (c) Requesting, arranging for or receiving payment of any fee
12 or consideration for goods or services related to removal of
13 derogatory information from, or improvement of, a consumer’s
14 credit history, credit record, or credit rating until:
15 (i) The deadline by which the seller or telemarketer has repre-
16 sented all of the goods or services would be provided to that con-
17 sumer has expired; and
18 (ii) The seller has provided the consumer with documentation
19 in the form of a consumer report from a consumer reporting
20 agency demonstrating that the promised results have been
21 achieved, such report having been issued more than six months
22 after the results were achieved.
23 (d) Requesting, arranging for or receiving payment of any fee
24 or consideration from a consumer for goods or services related to
25 a promise to recover or otherwise assist in the return of money or
26 any other item of value paid for by, or promised to, that person in
27 a previous telemarketing transaction, until seven (7) business days
28 after such money or other item is delivered to that consumer. This
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29 provision shall not apply to goods or services provided to a person
30 by a licensed attorney;
31 (e) Misrepresenting any item required to be disclosed by
32 Section 6 of this Act;
33 (f) Requesting or receiving payment of any fee or consideration
34 in advance of obtaining a loan or other extension of credit when
35 the seller or telemarketer has guaranteed or represented a high
36 likelihood of success in obtaining or arranging a loan or other
37 extension of credit for a consumer;
38 (g) Credit card laundering, which is defined as:
39 (i) A merchant who is not the identified seller of goods or ser-
40 vices, presenting or depositing into, or causing another to present
41 or deposit into, the credit card system for payment, a credit card
42 sales draft, generated by a telemarketing transaction that is not the
43 result of a telemarketing credit card transaction between the card-
44 holder and the merchant; or
45 (ii) Any person employing, soliciting or otherwise causing a
46 merchant or an employee, representative, or agent of the mer-
47 chant, to present to or deposit into the credit card system for pay-
48 ment, a credit card sales draft generated by a telemarketing
49 transaction that is not the result of a telemarketing credit card
50 transaction between the cardholder and the merchant; or
51 (iii) Any person obtaining access to the credit card system
52 through the use of a business relationship or an affiliation with a
53 merchant, when such access is not authorized by the merchant
54 agreement.
55 (h) Obtaining or submitting for payment a check, draft, or other
56 form of negotiable paper drawn on a consumer’s checking,
57 savings, investment, share, or other demand deposit account,
58 without that consumer’s express written authorization, which
59 written authorization may include the consumer’s signature on the
60 negotiable instrument; or
61 (i) Initiating or effecting an electronic funds transfer from a
62 consumer’s debit card, checking, savings, investment, share or
63 other demand deposit account, without that consumer’s express
64 written authorization.
65 (j) Misrepresenting, directly or by implication, in connection
66 with the offer, offer for sale, or sale of any business venture, any
67 of the following:
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68 (i) The level of earnings;
69 (ii) The extent or nature of the market for the goods or services
70 to be sold;
71 (iii) The nature or availability of any territory;
72 (iv) The existence, availability or provision of locations or sites
73 for vending machines, pay phones, rack displays, or any other
74 sales display;
75 (v) The nature or availability of any services offered to secure
76 any retail outlets, accounts, sites, locations or display;
77 (vi) That any person owns or operates a business venture
78 purchased from the seller; or
79 (vii) That a person can give an accurate, independent,
80 description of his or her experiences as an owner or operator
81 of a business venture purchased from the seller;
82 (k) Procuring the services of any professional delivery, courier,
83 or other pick-up service to obtain immediate receipt or possession
84 of a consumer’s payment or authorization for payment.
85 (1) Initiating a telemarketing call to a consumer, when that con-
86 sumer has stated previously that he or she does not wish to receive
87 solicitation calls from that seller or telemarketer;
88 (m) Engaging in telemarketing to a consumer’s residence or
89 place to business at any time other than between 8:00 A.M.
90 and 9:00 P.M. local time.
91 (n) Distributing or otherwise transferring a simulated check in
92 connection with a sweepstakes promotion in the Commonwealth
93 unless the simulated check clearly and conspicuously bears the
94 phrase “THIS IS NOT A CHECK” diagonally printed on the face
95 of the check.
96 (o) Threatening, intimidating or using profane or obscene
97 language with a consumer.
98 (p) Violating any provision of Section 6 of this Act.
99 (2) It is a prohibited telemarketing act or practice and a viola-

100 tion of this Act for any person to provide substantial assistance to,
101 or to support any telemarketer or seller, when the person knows,
102 consciously avoids knowing, or should have known that said
103 seller or telemarketer is engaging in any act or practice that vio-
104 lates this Act.
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1 SECTION 8. Criminal Penalties.
2 Whoever willfully and intentionally violates Section 7 of this
3 Act shall be punished by a fine of not more than five thousand
4 dollars or by incarceration for not more than two and one-half
5 years or both.
1 SECTION 9. Civil Remedies.
2 (1) The sale of any goods or services by any seller or tele-
3 marketer that is not in compliance with the record keeping
4 requirements of Section 4 shall be void.
5 (2) Any violation of this Act shall constitute an unfair or decep-
6 tive act or practice under the provisions of Chapter ninety-three A,
7 but this Act shall not be construed as providing an exclusive list
8 of telemarketing misconduct that violates Chapter 93A.
9 (3) Consumer protections contained in this Act are in addition

10 to, rather than in lieu of, all existing laws and regulations. Nothing
11 contained in this Act shall be construed or interpreted to limit or
12 infringe upon any claim, right, or cause of action or rights granted
13 to consumers by state or federal law.

1 SECTION 10. (a) Any consumer residential, mobile, or tele-
2 phonic paging device telephone subscriber desiring to be placed
3 on a “no sales solicitation calls” listing indicating that the con-
4 sumer subscriber does not wish to receive unsolicited telemar-
5 keting telephonic sales calls, may so notify the Secretary of the
6 Commonwealth and be placed on that listing upon receipt by the
7 Secretary of a $5 initial listing charge. This listing shall be
8 renewed by the Secretary division annually for each consumer
9 upon receipt of a renewal notice and a $3 assessment.

10 (b) The Secretary shall update the “no sales solicitation calls”
11 listing upon receipt of initial consumer subscriptions or renewals
12 and provide this listing for a fee to any person telephone solicitors
13 upon request.
14 (c) All fees imposed pursuant to this section shall be deposited
15 in an account maintained by the Secretary for the exclusive pur-
16 pose of the administration of this section.

1 SECTION 11. No telemarketer telephone solicitor shall make
2 or cause to be made any unsolicited telemarketing telephonic sales
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3 call to any consumer whose telephone number(s) residential,
4 mobile, or telephonic paging device telephone number if the
5 number for that telephone appears in the then current quarterly
6 listing published by the Secretary.
1 SECTION 12. The Secretary shall investigate any complaints
2 received concerning violations of section 7(1)(1) or section 11 of
3 this chapter. If, after investigating any complaint, the Secretary
4 finds that there has been a violation of either section 7(1)(1) or
5 section 11 of this chapter, the Secretary may contact the violator
6 to obtain the violator’s assurance that it will not contact the con-
7 sumer by telephone again. The Secretary may also publish a list of
8 violators periodically, based upon its investigations of individual
9 complaints, or the Attorney General of the Commonwealth may

10 bring an action to impose a civil penalty of up to $5,000 and to
11 seek such other relief, including injunctive relief, as the court
12 deems appropriate against the telephone solicitor.
1 SECTION 13. The Secretary shall publicize the availability of
2 the government service described in sections 10 through 12 of this
3 chapter by regulation or by any other means deemed feasible and
4 efficacious to ensure that telecommunications companies inform
5 their customers of the provisions of this chapter. The notification
6 may be made by:
7 (a) Annual inserts in the billing statements mailed to customers;
8 and
9 (b) Conspicuous publication of the notice in the consumer 

10 information pages of the local telephone directories.
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